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The difficulties children encounter (during a formal study of

angles) might imply that angle and turn measure need not

be introduced to young children. However, there are valid

reasons to include these as goals for early childhood mathematics

education. First, children can and do compare angle and turn

measures informally. Second, use of angle size, at least implicitly,

is necessary to work with shapes; for example, children who

distinguish a square from a non-square rhombus are recognizing

angle size relationships at least at an intuitive level. Third, angle

measure plays a pivotal role in geometry throughout school and

laying the groundwork early is a sound curricular goal. Fourth,

the research indicates that although only a small percentage

of students learn angles well through elementary school, young

children can learn these concepts successfully. Source: [1]

Viewpoints

Angles and

Demons

Presenting two rarely discussed facets of angles

which straddle two different areas. The first part

goes straight into the difficulties of measurement,

and the second part discusses alternative ways of

measuring angles. Read this to bring more to your

class than just the historical need to measure angles

and its applications in real life.
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Reading further in [1], one sees a learning

trajectory for angle measurement which starts

with an intuitive angle builder (2–3 years), an

implicit angle user (4–5 years), an angle matcher

(6 years), an angle size comparer (7 years), and an

angle measurer (8+ years).

This article focuses on angle measurement, which

according to the above trajectory should be taught

in the third standard but which continues to give

students difficulties two or even three years later

To most grown-ups, angles present no difficulty.

An angle has a vertex and two arms spread apart

to a certain degree called the ‘measure’ of the

angle; a handy instrument called a protractor can

be used to measure that degree. This definition is

present in many textbooks. It seems such a simple

concept that one cannot imagine anyone having

difficulty with it. Workbooks dedicate a page or

two to an introduction on angles and hurry on

to problems on drawing and measurement and

naming parts of an angle. But ask the students to

measure the angle of an inverted cone and most

of them struggle with orienting their protractors

correctly. Or show two equal angles with different

arm lengths and ask them to say which is greater;

a good many of them will pick the one with the

bigger arms. Or study the situation depicted

in Figure 1, where the student thinks that the

baseline has to be completely covered by the

protractor.

Why do such misconceptions arise? Is it because,

from the beginning, we inundate children’s minds

with words like vertex, line segment, ray and so

on and neglect practical tasks associated with

measurement? Pick up a protractor and examine

it. Is it really easy to use with its mass of lines and

markings (clockwise and counter-clockwise) and

numbers? In fact, it is so complicated that it is a

miracle that children learn to use it at all!

In this article we present a sequence of ideas that

introduces young learners to angles. It is guided

by the belief that anything which relates to the

tangible world of children is going to have better

learning outcomes than otherwise.

Playing with angles. Angles have been defined

from two perspectives — as a ‘shape’ formed

by two rays extending from one point, or as a

‘rotation’ or ‘turn’. Students sometimes think of

these as different concepts. Activities dealing with

angles should encompass both the notions, so that

students appreciate the intrinsic meaning of the

term.

Using a circle of paper folded into quarters (and

therefore with rounded edges), the teacher

can demonstrate how to make a right angle. By

aligning it against different angles, students can

grasp the right way to compare two angles (Figure

2). The device also serves as a rudimentary

protractor. The same shape can be folded or

unfolded to form smaller and bigger angles. After

this, introducing the terms ‘acute’ and ‘obtuse’ is a

matter of association.

An interesting use of this folded shape is to

illustrate invariance of angle with arm length, a

concept even middle-school students sometimes

A 20 ̊ angle . . . . . . or a 40 ̊ angle?

Figure 1. 20 ̊ or 40 ̊? Some students would say it is the latter.
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grapple with. Hold it at the vertex and tear the

paper (Figure 3). QED!

Another way is to use a string and two straws

(Figure 4). Not only can the invariance of angle

with arm length be demonstrated by moving

the straws along the arms, but one can also

demonstrate the idea that an angle can be formed

‘in the imagination’, with the vertex not visible.

This is a difficulty that students in grades 9 and

10 experience while studying the topic of ‘Heights

and Distances’ in trigonometry.

Do you have a class with any kinesthetic learners?

Then introduce the notion of angle with the help

of a game: ‘Angle Yoga’. Starting from the zero

position and keeping one arm fixed, call out

‘Right’, ‘Acute’ or ‘Obtuse’ and move the other

arm accordingly. As they do this, children realize

several things, e.g., children with different arm

lengths can show the same angle; there can be

a range of correct angles for acute and obtuse

angles; the fixed arm need not be horizontal or

vertical; angles can be oriented differently. Most

importantly, they learn the art of estimation using

their arms to form an angle.

An interesting way of measuring rotation is to use

the classroom door (Figure 5). The teacher marks

angles on the floor from 0 ̊ to 90 ̊, at intervals

of 15 ̊ or 30 ̊. This becomes a self-learning tool;

children interact with it and learn. They may not

immediately understand what the degree symbol

is or why some markings are missing. Some may

wonder what happens if the door opens even

further: how does one go about measuring the

angle then?

(Which makes me wonder: Why are protractors

not made with a slim metal strip that swivels from

the centre and opens up from 0 ̊ to 180 ̊?)

Figure 5. Source: http://business.outlookindia.com/

printarticle.aspx?267253

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.
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